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PAMPERING
YOURCAR
WITHAUTOBRILL’SPAINTSEALANT
STORY AND PHOTOS PETER TARACH

The reason why AutoBrill has garnered much attention as of late is because of its
product makeup. It is a non-abrasive wax sealant that does not contain Teflon, silicone,
petroleum or acrylic particles. All of which have proven not to last on a car’s finish over
time due to the fact that soap breaks down oils.
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AutoBrill leaves the car with a wet look, enhances the true pigment color in the paint,
and no oily marks or residue are left. It’s incredible the difference this substance has
made to the car’s appearance. The Phantom now jumps out at you, the glare in the sun
is almost blinding.

T

HERE comes a time in everyone’s
life where a decision is made to
spoil themselves and make a
frivolous purchase based solely
on their wants and not their needs.
Usually, it is an item that has been desired
for quite some time but unattainable
until now. For the car guy it’s usually their
dream car – a Porsche, maybe a Ferrari,
or even a classic Corvette. We all have
different tastes and different likes but
one thing is for sure, when we park that
car in the driveway or take it out for a
brisk Sunday run, it’s got to look its best.
After all what would your pride and joy be
without the extravagant paint?
The paint job, factory or not, needs
attention to maintain its brilliant finish
too. And most car nuts are religious
about using nothing but the finest motor
oil in their motors so why not do the same
for the paint?

Every car care manufacturer likes to
think their product is the best on the
market but results speak much louder
than words and when we heard that some
local exotic car dealerships are applying
a new paint sealant to their brand new
cars with exceptional results we needed
to take a closer look.
The product is called AutoBrill, a nanoparticle based paint sealant that is
applied after a triple stage preparation
process. AutoBrill enhances your cars
finish for approximately one year (around
6,000-9,000 miles). Variables do come
into play here, obviously if you drive your
vehicle more, wash it extensively or leave
it sitting outside constantly then it won’t
last as long but AutoBrill has found that
on average you can apply this treatment
to your car once a year and not have to
worry about it.
The reason why AutoBrill has garnered

much attention as of late is because of
its design makeup. It is a non-abrasive
wax sealant that does not contain Teflon,
silicone, petroleum or acrylic particles.
All of which have proven not to last on
a car’s finish over time due to the fact
that soap breaks down oils. Because
it doesn’t contain any sort of abrasive
agents there is no loss of the clear coat
layer from the paint. Instead the nanoparticle technology allows the wax to
bond with the car’s paint on a molecular
level. This makes it an excellent choice
for collector cars and rare exotics where
the original paint must be retained to
preserve resale value. Once the sealant
has been applied, the clearcoat is left
with a microscopic film of approximately
1/10mm that protects the clearcoated/
painted surface from scratching and also
provides lubrication during washing. Any
empty spaces in the clearcoat (swirls)
are filled with the nano-particle based
sealant, hiding the finest swirls that
may already be in the paint. AutoBrill is
also durable in all types of weather and
temperatures from cold northern climates
to sun scorched environments.
The other innovative feature is that
AutoBrill works equally well on windshields, glass, metal and plastic surfaces.
Many times you have to keep wax away
from the plastic trim on a vehicle as it
causes that dreaded white haze that is
next to impossible to rub off – not the
case here. Apply it on plastic as you
would on the paint. AutoBrill is a great
wax on wheels as well, it protects against
dust build up that can permanently stain
your car’s wheels after a couple months.
AutoBrill is also a dust free product – it
does not dry out while being applied and
will not cause swirl marks, or scratching
when being removed.
We were invited out for a test
demonstration by ExoticCARe, an
exclusive distributor of the AutoBrill line.
The test subject, a black 2005 Rolls

AutoBrill, a nano-particle
based Paint Sealant that
is applied after a triple stage
preparation process and
enhances your car’s finish
for approximately one year
(around 6,000-9,000 miles).
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Because it doesn’t contain
any sort of abrasive agents
there is no loss of the clear
coat layer from the paint.
Instead the nano-particle
technology allows the wax
to bond with the car’s paint
on a molecular level. This
makes it an excellent choice
for collector cars and rare
exotics where original paint
is at a premium.
Royce Phantom. Black paint, some may
argue is the hardest color to maintain as
every nick, scratch and dent can be seen.
But because of the Phantom’s already
flawless paint job there was no need
to hide any major scratches or flaws.
ExoticCARe was going to show us how
AutoBrill can improve the Phantom’s paint.
Truth be told, we were a bit skeptical, the
Phantom had an immaculate factory paint

job that already glistened and factor in
that it was just washed and it was going
to be hard to tell a difference ... or so we
thought.
Andrew Revai and Alex Niederfahrenhorst, co-owners of ExotiCARe went
to work and demonstrated each and
every step of the AutoBrill paint sealant
process. First they hand washed and
chamois dried the car, then the first step
began by using a clay bar to remove all
the debris that has been caught up in the
paint. They then switched to the liquid
silica based compound with an orbital
buffer to polish the clearcoat, that has
microscopic and hair line scratches (swirl
marks). The final stage of the process is
to apply the AutoBrill paint sealant using
an orbital buffer and a special foam pad
to infuse the AutoBrill into the paint.
Finally, a quick wipe down with MicroFiber
towels finishes the process off. A random
orbital buffer is used as most times
inexperienced detailing shops may use
rotary buffers, which tend to swirl/burn
the paint as the car is being polished.

SOURCE BOX
ExotiCARe
Tel: 416-837-7450
E: info@exoticare.ca
URL: www.exoticare.ca
Florida – California – Toronto, Canada
Call to book Autobrill clinics for groups
of three cars or more – all over the US
and Canada

Much to our surprise, the before and
after results were actually noticeable.
Autobrill leaves the car with a wet look,
enhances the true pigment color in
the paint, and leaves no oily marks
or residue. It’s truly incredible what a
difference a substance in a bottle can
do to a car‘s paint. The Phantom now
jumps out at you, the glare in the sun is
almost blinding. Needless to say we were
impressed. The car will bead and shed
water beautifully. In fact driving in the rain
at highway speeds it’s very noticeable
that the car’s panels will repel the rain,
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Shown here is the AutoBrill triple stage protection process being applied to the Phantom. The professionals at ExotiCARe make it look quick
and easy, hitting the paint with their clay bar then using a silica based compound to polish the clearcoat and finally applying the AutoBrill
paint sealant for a brilliant finish.
making the panel almost dry looking.
The end result leaves you with a showquality car finish, easier washing, simple
rinsing and dirt that won’t stick to the
surface as easily. The AutoBrill paint
sealant is all natural and is environmentally
friendly – and is backed by its long-lasting
characteristics. ExotiCARe even leaves
clients with a special detailing nano-spray

(touch up) that should be used on the
car after washes to regenerate the nano
particle finish.
One final note – if a car requires body
work, AutoBrill does not require stripping
unlike most conventional Teflon based
paint sealers. It can be painted right over.
The basic AutoBrill paint sealant
treatment retails for $375.00 and

ExotiCARe undertakes everything from
start to finish. Look for authorized
AutoBrill applicators coming to your area
soon! For cars with scratches and swirls,
ExotiCARe offers polish compounds that
can significantly reduce visible lines and
swirls for both heavily or lightly damaged
paints. AutoBrill is guaranteed to last for
up to a year or 6,000 miles. MLE
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